
Sermon for the fourth Sunday of Advent (Sunday 24th December 2017) - Mike Fox 

2 Samuel 7:1-11,16  God’s Covenant with David 
Luke 1:26-38   The Birth of Jesus Foretold 

It’s Christmas Eve and easy to ask: “What are we waiting for?”  The obvious answer is 
the visit of Santa Claus or the birth of the baby Jesus, the son 
of God.  We’re not actually waiting for either; both are 
conventions that we find useful in one way or another.  We 
like to have a break from the daily grind of winter and the 
dismal weather outside and find something to celebrate.  Even 
in pre-Christian times, under the Julian calendar the winter 
solstice was on 25 December and from then on, we could start 
looking forward to Spring once more, so that was certainly a 
good reason to celebrate.  The tradition has been around for a 
very long time, so we wait for the turning of the sun. 

Back in Roman times in 350AD, Pope Julius I, fixed the official Christmas Day as 25 
December – there are no workings to tell us why he chose that date but it is nine months 
after the day when we celebrate the Annunciation, when the angel Gabriel is said to have 
appeared to Mary and declared that she had been chosen to bear the son of God.  Mary 
would have been waiting, even longing, for the day when her baby was born just like any 
mother.  The birth of any baby is another turning point.  Beforehand, there are endless 
preparations to be made; afterwards, the focus shifts on to looking after the baby and 
keeping him comfortable, well-fed and watered.  I’m sure that its good advice not to wait 
until the baby achieves something – far better to welcome each new development as it 
arrives and to marvel at the rapid progress being made. 

So, “what are we waiting for?”  We read in the second book of Samuel about David 
seeking advice from Nathan the prophet about whether he should build a temple for the 
Lord.  Up until now the children of 
Israel had been migrating from place 
to place and their Lord has had his 
home in a tent.  It occupied a place at 
the centre of the camp, a very special 
place and it was comforting for the 
people to know that their God was 
there in the midst.  But now, they had 
settled and a more substantial 
building at the heart of their township 
was appropriate.  David wouldn’t 
make such a bold decision without 
consulting his Lord and for that he 
relied on the word of the prophet 
Nathan.  This is another turning point in the history of the Jews and the prophet tells him 
that he is an important part of the dynasty, but that it will be left to his son Solomon to 
build the temple, one of the finest and most richly adorned temple in the history of the 
Jewish nation.  For now, though, the people will just have to wait. 



This church of St.Nicholas is established 
at the heart of the old village, this 
conservation area that we are in right 
now.  It wasn’t until the railway came at 
the bottom of the hill in the middle of the 
nineteenth century that the village grew 
and established a new centre around the 
railway station.  Often, you will find at 
the centre of any village a place where 
the local people gather and worship; ours 
has just become a little stretched, which 
is a pity.  At the holy place, the people 
would come and wait upon the Lord to 
give them inspiration for their lives, 
consolation for their losses, strength to 

make the most of whatever situation they found themselves in.  You might like to take a 
moment later and wait for the answer to the question about why do you come to this 
church.  Several years ago, we decided to open this church during the day, so that people 
could come and do just that, to wait on the Lord and share their burdens with him or ask 
him questions.  At the same time, we set up a small corner for prayer with candles for 
people to become still and just wait.  There are no rules; you just become still.  If you are 
anything like King David, you will discover that “God is our refuge and strength, a very 
present help in trouble … be still and know that I am God.” [Psalm 46:1, 10] 

 “What are we waiting for?”  I wonder if I could tell you a 
story?  It was written by a friend of mine and it takes 
about half an hour to read … so I’ll abbreviate it a little – 
I’ll put the full story up on our website after this sermon1.  
The story is all about making space in our hearts for God 
really; it’s called “Nothing and the Fire from heaven” by 
Edward Matchett (see right at Glastonbury Abbey House) 
- it’s one of a series of stories that he told about Nothing: 

It was almost Christmas.  A little snow had fallen early.  There were red berries in 
profusion on the holly.  A robin was pecking hard at the frozen ground.  It stopped 
pecking for a while to pass him a friendly greeting. “It’s a good life”, said Nothing to the 
Robin.  The Robin stopped pecking again, and chirped as though to say he agreed.  
Church bells were pealing from a distant steeple; intricate happy peals: a truly happy 
Christmas noise.  Groups of children were carolling.  The night was coming in quickly.  
Christmas Eve.  The Night of Nights!   

He passed a little girl with pigtails who gave him a grin as though they had known one 
another always, and a lanky youth who was roasting chestnuts on a wayside barrow.  The 
chestnuts smelt very good.  He passed a couple of lovers, cooing like Turtle Doves.  They 
didn’t see him.  Their hearts were singing a love song: one that is always sung when love 
is new ... “It’s a good life,” repeated Nothing as he walked on into the shadows. He 
reached his destination: a warehouse in a backstreet.  It was prettier now with the snow 



lying all around.  He had a temporary job as a night watchman.  The pay wasn’t good.  It 
wasn’t much of a warehouse, but Nothing had quickly taken to the work … 

… It was almost morning when it happened - Christmas morning - the morning of the 
babe in the manger in Bethlehem.  Nothing, the night watchman, had slept for a while - 
which some would have said was a sinful thing to do when you are supposed to be on 
guard, but he had felt that he had a need to sleep; so, he had slept.  As he rubbed his eyes 
and looked around him he was surprised to find that he now had company: six of them in 
fact.  “We came in out of the snow mister ... we had to go somewhere ... we’re not 
pinching nothing and we’re not doing any harm”.  The spokesman was obviously the 
leader of the little bunch of urchins.  They all looked so tired and dispirited.  “We didn’t 
come here to pinch nothing, honest mister ... we came here to get out of the cold. ... We 
don’t want nothing except to wait until the snowing’s stopped!” 

The night watchman shared his breakfast and dried their clothes as best he could.  His 
stove was not particularly efficient.  There was very little wood and coal to burn.  There 
was little chance that the owner would pay a visit to his warehouse.  The snow was 
drifting.  It was going to get far worse.  “You look like being here far longer than you 
imagined”, he said to the little party.  “I only hope that I can feed you ... it isn’t the sort 
of food that they’re having over at the Manor, for their Christmas fare.”  Now that they 
had been accepted, the six intruders were already joking and laughing.  The 
transformation hadn’t taken long.  In truth, despite a certain lack of comfort, few parties 
enjoyed themselves as much that Christmas Day.  Nothing told them of the other jobs that 
he had taken since Midsummer and went through all the happenings. … 

Already they knew he was more than just a kindly ‘night watchman’, but no one guessed 
that he was so much more … 

… After he had shared with them what food he had, and they had all refreshed themselves 
by drinking from his one cracked cup - and after he had told them about his work as a 
road mender, a postman, a dustman and all the others, he had talked to them about ‘fire 
from heaven’ … 

… “The fire of heaven is all around you,” he continued. ... “You may not see it but it’s 
there.  But while it remains outside, you can’t feel it ... it doesn’t warm you until it burns 
within.  There are no fires in hell, all is cold there: far colder than the snow that you 
came through.”  It was a novel thought.  None of the six took him too seriously at the 
time.  But the comment lived within them and took root.  “I shall show you,” he said.  
“How to call the fire to you, how to take it inside and so know heaven on earth … 

… The fire in the little stove had burned low.  There was no more fuel and no more food.  
“All that we can do now is wait for the fire from heaven,” said the night watchman.  “The 
fire from heaven will come when each of us feels he has enough need of it.”  They slept 
huddled up together.  All of them dreamed the same dream: all except the night watchman 
who kept awake watching over them throughout the night.  In their dream, each still saw 
the warehouse in which he was sleeping.  The little stove was still burning there.  The 
night watchman was still their companion, but each had a great responsibility ... “The 
stove must be kept empty at all costs,” the night watchman kept reminding them.  “The 
stove must be kept empty at all costs ... 

… “You must remove the coal that is still burning, even though it hurts your fingers,” 
said the night watchman … 



… “There is no hope for us,” they told the night watchman while they were still 
dreaming.  “None of us can take out the fire ... 

… “Well, what have you accomplished?” asked the night watchman as their dream was 
nearing its end. “Nothing whatever,” confessed each member of the little group, honestly 
and very sadly.  “We have accomplished nothing ... we have failed utterly.” … 

… The fire from heaven came in that same moment.  The little stove was filled with huge 
tongues of flame that burned with a great fury, and immense heat.  The little group sat 
around it and all stared in wonder … 

… “Put your fingers back in the flames now,” said the night watchman ... “You must put 
your fingers back into the flames”.  All of them did so, because strangely the fire of 
heaven held no terror.  It was a fire that warmed them, but did not burn - exactly as the 
night watchman had told them … 

… As the light and warmth of the fire of heaven flowed into them, it swept out all 
darkness and uncertainty – so that their every moment was filled with new knowledge 
concerning exactly what had to be accomplished, and precisely how it should be done.   

Already they knew he was more than just a kindly ‘night watchman’, but no one guessed 
that he was so much more.  They didn’t guess until Christmas was well behind them, and 
when they returned to be with him, and to thank him, he and the warehouse had both 
gone.     

So, let us not be afraid of waiting and let us empty ourselves of all those things that make 
it difficult for the Lord of life to enter our souls … 

... in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, AMEN  



1 Nothing and the Fire from heaven by Edward Matchett 

It was almost Christmas.  A little snow had fallen early.  There were red berries in 
profusion on the holly.  A robin was pecking hard at the frozen ground.  It stopped 
pecking for a while to pass him a friendly greeting.  So much had happened since 
Midsummer’s Day when Nothing had finally discovered life’s great secret.  His heart had 
sung with joy for six whole months.  “It’s a good life”, said Nothing to the Robin.  The 
Robin stopped pecking again, and chirped as though to say he agreed.  Church bells were 
pealing from a distant steeple; intricate happy peals: a truly happy Christmas noise. 

Groups of children were carolling “Good King Wenceslas” ... “The Twelve Days of 
Christmas” ... “The Holly and the Ivy” ... “Away in a Manger” ... and, “O Little Town of 
Bethlehem”.  The night was coming in quickly.  Christmas Eve.  The Night of Nights!  
He passed a little girl with pigtails who gave him a grin as though they had known one 
another always, and a lanky youth who was roasting chestnuts on a wayside barrow.  The 
chestnuts smelt very good.  He passed a couple of lovers, cooing like Turtle Doves.  They 
didn’t see him.  Their hearts were singing a love song: one that is always sung when love 
is new. ... “It’s a good life,” repeated Nothing as he walked on into the shadows.  The 
snow was falling again; now building up quickly and drifting a little. 

He reached his destination: a warehouse in a backstreet.  It was prettier now with the 
snow lying all around.  He had a temporary job as a night watchman.  The pay wasn’t 
good.  It wasn’t much of a warehouse, but Nothing had quickly taken to the work.  He 
had said “yes” to it, wholeheartedly, as he always did when he made his “yes” in any 
direction.  That “yes” had transformed the job just as a covering of snow transforms a 
stained and grimy world.  He was all alone, and yet in a sense he was not alone.  
Certainly, he was not lonely and unhappy.  He tried to remember the words of the song 
that the lovers had been singing, smiling to himself as he recalled that no words had been 
uttered; then voiced words of his own that seemed to catch the essence of some of life’s 
happiest sentiments.  The words came easily to him and he decided he would sing them.  
There was no point - he mused - in being happy unless he was singing, so he invented a 
melody to accompany his new lyric: - 

“I kiss your cheeks - I kiss your lips - I kiss your eyes. 
This night - was made - for love. 
And as I take - my dizzy flight - to paradise, 
There’s nothing that - I wish to be - more conscious of.” 

“Why should a kiss - on cheeks or lips - cause such a thrill? 
Why should the sparkle - in your eyes - cause so much joy? 
Why would I gladly - keep the power - and all the magic of this hour 
And let the life - I dreamed I’d had - forever die?” 

“Some say such joy - can only stay - for just a while. 
That love’s a flame - that very soon - must disappear. 
But why? - I ask you why? - Why must life go racing by 
when it’s so easy - and so nice - to be in love?” 



Nothing was deeply contented.  In fact, his happiness nowadays hardly ever left him, not 
even for a moment, no matter how lonely or how difficult or dangerous the task on which 
he was engaged.  He knew that the ‘Everything’ was going to send him on another errand 
sometime, but he was not anxious concerning what that errand might be.  He couldn’t see 
how he was to perform his task if he stayed all alone in the present job of night 
watchman, but a miracle might happen!  Who could tell? Time had taken on quite a 
different dimension for him.  He had discovered - since Midsummer - that when the time 
was ripe for any task whatever, he somehow always knew it, and knew precisely what he 
had to do. 

He had known that he was to get a job as a night watchman, just as earlier he knew he 
had to have the job of a window cleaner, road mender, a postman, a dustman, and all the 
rest.  He no longer had to concern himself about his ‘image’ and about how he was 
“getting on”.  Tonight, it was Christmas.  Most folk would be sitting by warm fires, 
among all their Christmas decorations.  Perhaps he would be doing the same on many 
Christmas’s to come.  But tonight the ‘Everything’ had signalled that he was to be a night 
watchman in a back street - in a broken down old warehouse that wouldn’t look any too 
pretty had it not been for the covering of snow. 

It was almost morning when it happened - Christmas morning - the morning of the babe 
in the manger in Bethlehem.  Nothing, the night watchman, had slept for a while - which 
some would have said was a sinful thing to do when you are supposed to be on guard, but 
he had felt that he had a need to sleep; so, he had slept.  As he rubbed his eyes and looked 
around him he was surprised to find that he now had company: six of them in fact.  “We 
came in out of the snow mister ... we had to go somewhere ... we’re not pinching nothing 
and we’re not doing any harm”.  The spokesman was obviously the leader of the little 
bunch of urchins.  They all looked so tired and dispirited.  “We didn’t come here to pinch 
nothing, honest mister ... we came here to get out of the cold. ... We don’t want nothing 
except to wait until the snowing’s stopped!” 

The night watchman shared his breakfast and dried their clothes as best he could.  His 
stove was not particularly efficient.  There was very little wood and coal to burn.  There 
was little chance that the owner would pay a visit to his warehouse.  The snow was 
drifting.  It was going to get far worse. 

“You look like being here far longer than you imagined”, he said to the little party.  “I 
only hope that I can feed you ... it isn’t the sort of food that they’re having over at the 
Manor, for their Christmas fare.” 

Now that they had been accepted, the six intruders were already joking and laughing.  
The transformation hadn’t taken long.  In truth, despite a certain lack of comfort, few 
parties enjoyed themselves as much that Christmas Day.  Nothing told them of the other 
jobs that he had taken since Midsummer and went through all the happenings. 

Already they knew he was more than just a kindly ‘night watchman’, but no one guessed 
that he was so much more.  They didn’t guess until Christmas was well behind them, and 
when they returned to be with him, and to thank him, he and the warehouse had both 
gone.  The warehouse couldn’t have stood another bad winter, so it had been bulldozed to 
make room for a car park, and by the time they tried to trace him, his job was done.  But 
they remembered all that had happened while they were with him through three whole 
days.  They told everyone about it and everyone told everyone else. 



There was one thing that the night watchman had done that had impressed them greatly.  
It was a bit surprising at the time, but he had made it seem so ordinary that none of the 
six treated it as anything special - until later when each realised that it was special - very 
special.  After he had shared with them what food he had, and they had all refreshed 
themselves by drinking from his one cracked cup - and after he had told them about his 
work as a window cleaner, a road mender, a postman, a dustman and all the others, he had 
talked to them about ‘fire from heaven’.  The subject was natural enough as far as each of 
them could remember, because they were cold and somewhat damp still and because 
there was so little wood and coal to burn. 

“There are not many people who know how to call fire down from heaven”, he had 
begun.  “Most people don’t believe in heaven so they are lost before they start. ... And 
those that do say they believe in heaven have very rarely experienced it.  And those that 
do experience heaven rarely know that they can have it always.  Six urchins who had 
never set foot inside a church porch and who had known far more of hell than of heaven 
may not have seemed the most promising of material.  But Nothing was undaunted.  He 
was going to open heaven’s doors and let them in.  The church might have tried harder 
and found a way of doing it, but it hadn’t, so he would.  

“The fire of heaven is all around you,” he continued. ... “You may not see it but it’s there.  
But while it remains outside, you can’t feel it ... it doesn’t warm you until it burns within.  
There are no fires in hell, all is cold there: far colder than the snow that you came 
through.”  It was a novel thought.  None of the six took him too seriously at the time.  But 
the comment lived within them and took root.  “I shall show you,” he said.  “How to call 
the fire to you, how to take it inside and so know heaven on earth.  But first you must 
learn to make the proper sacrifice.” This last comment meant nothing to them, but each 
tried to look as though he understood. 

“There is nothing you can give of course,” he continued. “Except all that you truly are ... 
it is what you truly are that is infinitely precious.  You must learn to give that to the fire.” 

The snow was drifting down upon the roof of the warehouse.  The windows had long 
since gone underground.  The little stove, around which the seven were huddled, was 
nowhere near warm enough.  “If only we had a large open fire with massive logs on, as 
the folk will be sitting around up at the Manor,” the night watchman said as though 
talking to himself.  He noticed how badly his six companions were shivering and decided 
he must improvise a game of squash before all froze to death.  For an hour they ran 
around, hitting and kicking whatever happened to be handy.  No one accidentally broke a 
window, which was a blessing, and no one fell and broke a bone ... which was a miracle.  
They were all high in spirits from this exertion; so, the night watchman continued where 
he had left off. 

“Sacrifice is the one thing that has never been understood properly.  Unless you 
understand it, you must run very hard to try to keep warm.  Unless you have this 
understanding, the real fire stays in heaven - like the big log fires in the Manor; which is 
no help to you.”  It was strange talk, but some of it fitted their limited experience.  They 
wanted to hear more. 

“Folks here often tried to sacrifice their time and money, lots have tried to sacrifice 
someone else.  Folk have even got very canny and subtle.  They have sacrificed their 



hopes and their ambitions, all that they hold most dear, all that they fear most - and even 
a large part of their pride.  Then they have wondered why the fire still did not burn within 
them.  They have given all, they said, for nothing in return.” 

This little group had so little that they could give.  Their hopes and ambitions were so 
tiny and so few.  There was little that was dear to them except one another and the 
laughter such as they had known that afternoon.  No one was proud.  Some of them had 
been for a time, but the world had taken their pride from them.  None of them were 
fearful.  They didn’t like the cold, of course, but all had been too close to death too often 
for them to know fear.  All were close to being nothing, yet they were not truly nothing: 
that nothing that has made the sacrifice. 

“Give all that you truly are and give it completely,” said the one among them who had 
done it.  “Then the fire of heaven will burn within.” 

All six of them knew that he was talking from knowledge.  He had done it, that was 
obvious.  The fire was burning within him as he talked to them.  Each one of them knew 
that.  They could see it dancing in his eyes, giving a glow to every momentary 
expression.  He had the fire burning within him.  All knew it and envied him.  Yet it was 
not a fire that consumed him.  It did not harm him in any way.  He was a very ordinary 
person - more so than anyone they had known.  He was joyful and he was very kindly, yet 
he was nothing - certainly nothing exceptional - except for the fire that burned within.  
Nothing continued his remarks. 

“It is easier for you to know the fire when you own nothing for then your riches will not 
prevent you making the sacrifice.” 
“It is easier for you to know the fire when you worship nothing for then you have no idols 
in wood or stone or thought that prevents you making the sacrifice.” 

“It is easier for you to know the fire when you expect nothing for then you have no one to 
blame for things that haven’t happened, that prevents you making the sacrifice.” 

“It is easier for you to know the fire when you have attained nothing - when you have no 
achievements, great or small, that make you proud and urge you to try harder, that 
prevents you making the sacrifice.” 

“It is easier for you to know the fire when all that would put the fire out has already  
gone.” 

He looked around searchingly, first at one face then at the others to make quite sure that 
his message was going home.  It was the first time that anyone had told them that they 
were fortunate.  All were failures in their own eyes.  He had seemed to praise them for 
those things that others had condemned them for.  This Christmas story was reaching 
deep into hearts that were well prepared by none too happy circumstances. 

On the second day of their time together, the night watchman broached the subject of 
‘sacrifice’ and ‘fire from heaven’ again.  He would teach them he said, if they were 
prepared to listen carefully and to try hard to understand.  All six agreed.  The snow was 
still falling as he continued. 



“You cannot make the sacrifice once and forever.  That was done for you in another time 
and sphere - you must make it from moment to moment to moment, sacrifice on sacrifice, 
over and over and over again.  The fire will enter and it will go away.  The fire will enter 
in those moments when the sacrifice is offered.  It will depart in moments when it is not.  
You give yourself and the fire is given.  You withdraw your gift of yourself - your real 
self: all of you, complete and total, and the fire goes out - the fire returns only in 
moments when you give yourself completely and wholeheartedly.  It always returns in 
such a moment, even if those moments are very few.” 

“Is it easy to do it?” asked all six together.   

“It is easier than breathing,” he replied. 

They thought of what he had told them all through the second day of Christmas.  Each of 
them believed himself to be so unimportant that it was hard to imagine how he might 
“give himself”.  They laughed and sang together through the hours, sharing what food 
there was, doing their best to keep warm. 

The fire in the little stove had burned low.  There was no more fuel and no more food.  
“All that we can do now is wait for the fire from heaven,” said the night watchman.  “The 
fire from heaven will come when each of us feels he has enough need of it.” 

They slept huddled up together.  All of them dreamed the same dream: all except the 
night watchman who kept awake watching over them throughout the night. 

In their dream, each still saw the warehouse in which he was sleeping.  The little stove 
was still burning there.  The night watchman was still their companion, but each had a 
great responsibility. ... “The stove must be kept empty at all costs,” the night watchman 
kept reminding them.  “The stove must be kept empty at all costs. ...  It is the job of each 
of you to see that the stove is kept completely empty, or otherwise the fire from heaven 
cannot come to burn in it!  You must keep the stove completely empty, and absolutely 
free from soot and grime, from wood or coal or charcoal - keep the stove empty at all 
costs, or the fire from heaven cannot come to warm the world!” 

In their dream - it was truly their dream since already all six of them were dreaming the 
same dream and were later able to compare notes - in their dream they were all polishing 
away at the inside of the stove.  Each of the group working as though this was his 
responsibility; his alone.  It was hard work and they all kept getting their hands very dirty.  
Sometimes a finger would be burned as it touched a hot part of the stove’s surface or tried 
to extract a piece of coal that was still intent on burning in a stove where it now had no 
place. 

“You mustn’t leave even a small piece of coal burning in the stove,” instructed the night 
watchman. ... “While there is any coal left burning, or even any soot or grime or the 
slightest traces of any kind of matter, the fire from heaven will not come!” 

The more that they polished, the more did the stove seem intent on getting itself covered 
in grime and soot.  The piece of coal that still insisted on burning was the cause of all the 
trouble.  It gave out such a tiny light and yet it smoked very badly, messing up everyone’s 
polishing. 



“You must remove the coal that is still burning, even though it hurts your fingers,” said 
the night watchman.  “It is burning your fingers only because you have become attached 
to it! ... Remove the coal, even though it burns your fingers ... when the fire from heaven 
comes it will warm you, but that fire will not burn your hands.” 

Each was glad that the other was there to help him, although each felt such a weight of 
responsibility.  The little piece of fire kept burning - and it kept burning their fingers, 
whilst throwing its fumes and filth over the parts of the stove that they had made clean.  
The fire burnt their fingers, but all of them noticed that it did not warm them.  They were 
all emphatic later that this had been their shared experience.  Apart from the burning of 
their fingers, each of them grew colder and colder.  Yes, they all agreed they were 
freezing. 

“There is no hope for us,” they told the night watchman while they were still dreaming.  
“None of us can take out the fire. ... We have tried so hard and the piece of coal still 
burns, messing up all of our polishing. ... There is no hope for us,” they cried, showing 
the night watchman their fingers.  The fingers were all badly burnt and some were torn 
and bleeding.  It was clear they had all done what they could to remove the coal and the 
grime. 

“It is almost time for the fire to come from heaven,” said the night watchman.  The 
dream was entering a new phase that had made them forget their burnt, damaged fingers.  
“It will come when you accept that the fire of earth simply cannot be extinguished, yet 
yearn so much for the fire from heaven to take its place.” 

“Be careful,” he cautioned as the flames in their dreams seemed to turn into dancers and 
then into many other images. “Two fires are most important, and remember that the fire 
of earth must be kept very small. ... Keep it small at all costs, even though your fingers 
are very sore now.  The fire of earth must be kept very low!” 

The last moments before the fire from heaven came were awful.  All six remembered how 
afraid they had become in those last moments, without understanding why.  The fire from 
earth insisted on continuing to burn.  Fingers kept trying so hard to clean and polish 
inside the stove and trying so hard to take out the fire of earth. 

“Well, what have you accomplished?” asked the night watchman; their dream was 
nearing its end.  “Nothing whatever,” confessed each member of the little group, honestly 
and very sadly.  “We have accomplished nothing ... we have failed utterly.” 

The fire from heaven came in that same moment.  The little stove was filled with huge 
tongues of flame that burned with a great fury, and immense heat.  The little group sat 
around it and all stared in wonder.  The fire of heaven had come even though each was 
certain that he had failed utterly in his one task of preparing the stove for the fire. 

The light now coming from the little stove was exceedingly brilliant.  The walls of the 
warehouse now looked dazzlingly bright, and suddenly very nice.  Everything looked 
quite wonderful in fact.  The whole place was becoming cheerful and homely - almost 
heavenly!  This was surely a far better fire than that which was burning at the Manor.  
This was a fire whose light made everything seem exactly right. 



“Put your fingers back in the flames now,” said the night watchman. ... “You must put 
your fingers back into the flames”.  All of them did so, because strangely the fire of 
heaven held no terror.  It was a fire that warmed them, but did not burn - exactly as the 
night watchman had told them.  If the stove had been big enough, all of them would have 
walked through the new fire gladly.  They were not afraid of it.  As the fire of heaven 
touched their fingers it healed them.  It took away all trace of the wounds and scars 
inflicted in their battle to clean out the fire of earth. 

The light that was emitted by the little stove seemed to enter into them.  Though it did not 
burn, it seemed to pass right into them until no one was certain how much remained of 
the self he had once known, and how much was given by the light.  The light thrown out 
by the fire of heaven, burning in that tiny stove in a forgotten warehouse seemed to 
penetrate to the very core of head and heart and soul. 

The light surged in like the sea races in to break on the seashore when the tide is running 
at its highest.  The light surged in; wave after wave, and it kept coming in and in and in, 
ever onwards, giving no sign that it would ever exhaust its power.  Each of the boys 
welcomed it from the deep depths of his being, and remembered he had done so when he 
was no longer dreaming.  The light with all its warmth and its wonder continued to pour 
in for a long, long time.  “It came in for hours and hours,” one of them said.  And though 
none of them was absolutely certain on this point, they did all agree it had poured in for a 
long, long time. 

As the fire of heaven filled them, they noticed that they had become so much more alert 
now.  Each of them distinctly remembered afterwards that within the flames of the fire 
from heaven they had seen patterns and images; patterns and images that had spoken to 
them, in which the future was obviously beckoning with work that needed to be done; 
giving them clear instructions concerning how to build wonders such as the world has not 
seen. 

As the light and warmth of the fire of heaven flowed into them, it swept out all darkness 
and uncertainty - so that their every moment was filled with new knowledge concerning 
exactly what had to be accomplished, and precisely how it should be done.  None of them 
ever forgot the great happiness that had accompanied this knowledge, or how satisfying 
was the feeling of doing needed things in exactly the right way. 

As they dreamed, the night watchman continued his watch over the little group that the 
‘Everything’ had put in his charge.  He was not anxious about them, but he continued to 
watch over them just the same.  He kept watch while, in their dreams, they worked so 
energetically to rebuild that little warehouse and much of the surrounding neighbourhood. 
(The ‘Everything’ always insists we start our building where we happen to be).  In their 
dreams it was easy, and everyone was happy.  The fire from heaven gave them all the 
power and wisdom they needed.  They soon transformed an empty, ugly, broken-down 
old warehouse into the best place any of them had ever seen; yes, certainly the best place!  
They were all agreed on that point when they awoke, although their description of what it 
was like tended to differ in some of the details, like when any of us describe a place or a 
person we love. 

It was on the third day of Christmas that the snow stopped falling and sunlight began to 
filter through the snowdrifts, through the buried windows and the holes in the roof and 
walls.  Each could remember all that he had experienced in his dream.  That experience 



stayed with each one of them through all the years that followed, and set the whole 
course and pattern of their lives.  The fire of heaven was lit within them and it continued 
to burn.  There were so few moments afterwards when the fire departed - and when it did 
it was quickly invited back.  It always came back in response to their simple yet total 
sacrifice.  For they found that they could give themselves ‘completely’ in all that their 
hands and hearts were called to do.  They found they could give themselves even when 
they were thinking; making the space in which the light of truth could shine.  They found 
they could give themselves in whatever demanded their help and attention.  What they 
should do, and how, was always shown to them in the images and patterns that called to 
them from the mysterious heart of the fire from heaven. 

The night watchman observed their faces as they began to wake from their slumbers.  He 
saw the great happiness that streamed out of six pairs of young eyes, that had grown 
immensely wise for their years.  He listened to their laughter as they recounted all that 
had happened in their dreams - which was real laughter from souls that knew themselves 
to be totally secure and all set for great adventure. 

They occasionally met one another in the years that followed.  So much happened to 
them that seemed miraculous - so much more than happens to most folk.  But essentially 
what happened in all their different spheres of industry and influence was the same story 
clothed differently.  Life streamed in, bringing the light into the darkness, bringing love 
where love was not, and vision on vision concerning life’s own opportunities and the best 
ways in which these might be met.  Life streamed in, into the spaces that their whole 
being had purposely created, filling their emptiness with life’s own purposes.  Life 
streamed in, bringing the words that they were to utter now that each was happily dumb 
to his own words.  Life streamed in, into the spaces that their little thoughts had willingly 
vacated, filling each space with Thought that is true Intelligence.  

Life streamed in, where actions that would-have-been had been surrendered, making the 
Action of the moment Meaningful.  Life streamed in, to the will that now made no 
demands whatever bringing the Will that has all Wisdom, Love and Power.  Life streamed 
in, taking the feelings that were freely offered, returning Feeling that is truly Sensitive. 
Life streamed in, into the darkness of non-being, as being itself laid down any claim: 
coming with Being (with a big ‘B’) - far more wonderful - that filled each space with its 
own eternal song and laughter; laughter and song and joy ... and things-to-be-done. 

A space was made for LIFE in each new moment.  Life filled every space with all that the 
space could hold.  The space was never half filled: always to the very brim!  That which 
was sacrificed in the moment was all that was most precious.  That which replaced it was 
beyond any price or measure.  Where life was given even to the utmost, life-in-its-fullness 
was given in exchange. 

When their paths crossed in the years that followed they often discussed this experience, 
which remained at the core of their adventures in many countries and continents.  They 
agreed that it was so simple ... and yet it would take such a lot of explaining to others 
who had not shared their dream during a Christmas when each of them began his real 
life’s journey, and his real work.  In every moment, they simply said “Yes” to life, as a 
lung says “yes” to breath - or as a baby sparrow takes the food that its mother drops into 
its mouth.  One “yes” required their ALL, and even then, that was not sufficient.  Beyond 
that ‘all’ they had to flip it ... so that ‘all that is’ could come into that trusting place.  One 



“yes” to life required a “no” to all that might have filled that moment, including all pale 
reflections of life itself.  

What they sacrificed by that no, none of them knew, but none of them cared overmuch.  
They did not try to explain what they had discovered.  At least not very often.  There was 
no need for that: except, when the ‘Everything’ instructed them to do it ... and told them 
exactly how it should be done! 


